Write the name of the dish under the picture.
Boiled rice; snails; fast food; fish and chips; pasta; sushi; bread, cheese and wine; paella; beer; sausages and cabbage; ice-cream; apple crumble (with custard); frogs' legs; rabbit.

Now complete the sentences (say what these people like and don't like):
- The Germans like………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
- The English like………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
  but they don’t like………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
- The French …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
- The Americans …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
- The Italians …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
- The Spanish …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
- The Japanese …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………